
January 20, 2016 
Curriculum & Assessment 
 
Members Present: Eileen Alston, Alicia Devine, Michele Furlong, Dr. Mike Fortun, Amy 
Quackenbush, Mary McManus, Angie Wright, Nicolle Motzer, Tim Jacques, Eric Olson, 
Shannon Fitzgerald, Rich Pogue  
 
Agenda Distribution 
 
Minutes Distribution 
 
Vote to approve the minutes from the November 4, 2015 meeting 
 
Yes-11 No-0 
 
Continue to review Council Goals including updating Curriculum Change form and 
Professional Development implementation-Bullying movie led to conversations and 
perhaps it should be offered to the faculty as a whole and to students as well.  
 
Music Review Team Update from Ann Kolakowski-Become more cohesive in 
curriculum across grades, Challenges include: AIS pull-outs so students are missing 
instruction, Solutions proposed include after school instruction and pull outs from other 
specials.  Our middle school students do exceed state mandated music credits.  The 
department is seeking strategies used by other districts. Perhaps money will be available 
to hire AIS teachers.  New course offering college credit music course seeks to expand 
from half year to full year course.  Moving high school band and chorus to 3rd period is 
being discussed. Review team time has been valuable because music teachers offer after 
school lessons and can’t meet during monthly department meetings.  Curriculum updates 
have been implemented (rock band) and technology has been helpful in expanding 
instruction.  
  
Comp/Business/Tech/Lib Review Team Update from Mark Spitzer-Library/Technology 
Review led to development of computer skills class for k-6, developing curriculum, and 
looking at software useful for primary but gap since nothing offered 7-9.  7th and 8th grade 
use of chrome books has been helpful for middle school computer skills.  Cyber safety 
and digital citizenship should be taught but there is a gap after 6th grade.  Team looked at 
what other districts are doing and most are not offering this instruction.  Time is an issue 
in the elementary and in 6th grade there is only a ten week offering.  Half day conference 
could be converted to presentations on computer instruction/internet safety for students. 
This needs to become a priority in terms of instruction and team is exploring how to offer 
this important curriculum.  Curriculum for 7th & 8th grade could be developed and a 
budget request made to the BOE.  Technology is the thread that holds the team together 
and allows them to work cohesively.  Release time has been helpful.  
 



C&A Co-Chair Job Description-Draft update will be shared in Google docs discussion 
includes development of separate curriculum change and per diem/summer curriculum 
request forms.  Job Description update approved by all members.  
 
A process is needed to fairly disperse funding for summer curriculum writing.  Karen 
Lederman oversees Title 1 grant money (reading teachers) and support to Title 1 student 
in private school.  Title 2 money may be used for conferences, subs., book room, 
professional development and summer curriculum.  Often decisions are made late in the 
school year when the money becomes available.  The district also provides some funding 
for professional development that can be used for curriculum writing.  Applications could 
be generated and submitted by May 2nd to request this funding.  Additionally unused 
review team monies could be dispersed for use prior to July 1st.  Decisions about 
disbursement can be discussed at final annual C&A meeting on May 26th. 
 
Update to District Curriculum and Assessment Council curriculum change form will be 
shared in Google docs. Motion to accept update unanimous 
 
An application for summer/per diem curriculum will be developed. 
 
Foreign Language Review Team Update from Angie Wright-The team worked 2 days a 
year to create test documents for SLO requirements align assessments, and to discuss 
important topics including resources, literacy, and software.  The team created a 
consensus map in Atlas for language curriculum.  Staffing cuts eliminated a 6th grade 
language introductory program and level5/senior level/elective offerings.  Additional 
staffing has been requested.  Accomplishments include a partnership with Russell Sage 
for college credit for language.  A video was developed to show students a snapshot of 
the language programs offered for incoming 7th graders.  Plans to contact graduates to 
explore how foreign language is utilized beyond the high school experience are in the 
works.  
 
Science Review Team Update from Andrew Welkley and Lori Hamm-The team is 
preparing for implementation of NGSS and impacts on primary grade kits especially K-2. 
Lori is retiring and new program support leader for elementary will need to be found. 
Rachel Hoffman and Wendy Tarricone will be taking this on.  The team developed a 
science expo, science clubs in middle and high school, and a science offerings brochure 
that is sent out to families.  Staffing shortages and budget limitations are challenges. The 
review process has been helpful for analyzing test results, aligning curriculum across 
elementary, middle and high schools and generating rich discussions about content and 
needs.  
 
Math Review Team Update from Eileen Papa-Middle School has written common core 
curriculum updates and Algebra 1 and Geometry are continuing to update curriculum to 
align with mandated common core changes.  Algebra 2/Trig has received mixed 
messages about whether to teach to Regents curriculum or common core.  Students will 
sit the common core exam to then qualify to sit the Regents exam.  The higher of the 2 



scores will be utilized.  Summer curriculum would be preferred over missing 
instructional time.  Textbooks will be needed once curriculum stabilizes.  Calculators and 
an Elmo are requested to supplement instruction.  
 
Health/FACS/PE Review Team Update from Shannon Fitzgerald-Currently not in review 
for PE.  9th graders are separated from upper class PE classes. Good transition for 9th 
graders and more choices for 10-12.  Not always guaranteed but attempted in scheduling. 
Implementing health curriculum K-5 was a goal.  There are still gaps in the program for 
various reasons.  Piloted curriculum not consistently used for various reasons.  Content 
and skills were outlined for each grade this year.  All groups on the team have utilized 
Atlas curriculum maps and expanded health instruction in the 7th grade.  A health 
program in the elementary could use a health coordinator.  A summer meeting with the 
new principal could help shape future development of elementary health curriculum.  
A good touch/bad touch program sponsored by Rensselaer County will be offered this 
year.  Challenges include involvement of elementary teachers and administration to help 
implement a consistent health program.  Professional development could be offered for 
teachers.  Needs for technology in PE and FACS were outlined.  Mandates including 
CPR were outlined.  
 
Art Review Team Update from Helen Findlay-Team meets 2 days per year.  One day is 
used to introduce students to high school offerings.  Technology is needed to prepare 
students for college programs.  The technology for photo shop and projection are 
challenges.  NYS is going to adopt some art standards. National core art standards are 
being implemented in curriculum.  Adding a graphic arts program to the high school 
would be helpful.  Training in illustrator would be helpful.  A 3D printer would be nice to 
have in the high school for students interested in engineering.  Field trips to art museums 
should be organized.  8th grade surveys suggest photography classes are desired.  In the 
elementary program the teacher has too many students and is looking for kids care 
volunteers and SD cards are needed in the art/technology program. 
  
Meeting adjourned at 2:10. 


